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GameSir T4 Pro Wireless Controller (black)
The GameSir T4 Pro controller combines cutting-edge technology and exceptional functionality to create the perfect tool for any gamer.
With  innovative  linear  trigger  buttons,  an  advanced  6-axis  gyroscope,  personalized  buttons,  TURBO  function  and  striking  LED
backlighting,  this  controller  provides  unparalleled  control  and  immersion  in  games.  Its  versatility  and  compatibility  with  various
platforms, including Switch, iOS and Android, as well as Windows, make it an ideal choice for any gamer.
 
Advanced 6-axis gyroscope
The GameSir T4 Pro is equipped with a 6-axis gyroscope, which greatly enhances accuracy and immersion in games. It allows for intuitive
motion control, which is crucial in dynamic and demanding games. This somatosensory technology allows the controller to register the
player's movements with greater sensitivity, providing a smoother and more accurate gaming experience.
 
Programmable buttons
Every gamer has his or her own preferences when it  comes to controller settings, and the GameSir T4 Pro allows personalization with
programmable buttons. This feature allows players to customize the layout of the buttons, which is invaluable in tailoring the game to
their personal preferences.
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TURBO function
The TURBO function on the GameSir T4 Pro allows for faster attacks.  This is especially useful in fast-paced, action-packed titles where
speed of reaction determines victory.
 
Linear trigger buttons
The controller's  unique linear  trigger  buttons resemble a  car's  throttle,  allowing precise  control  over  the speed,  force and intensity  of
in-game actions. This innovation provides players with more subtle control over the game, allowing for more varied gameplay.
 
LED backlighting
LED backlighting not only adds to the aesthetic appeal of the GameSir T4 Pro controller, but also enhances game immersion, especially
during sessions in dimly lit rooms. It's a stylish touch that sets this controller apart from the competition.
 
Included
GameSir-T4 Pro x1
2.4 GHz receiver x1
Detachable phone holder x1
1m Type C cable x1
User manual x1
Acknowledgements and after-sales service card x1
Certificate x1
	Brand	
	GameSir
	Model	
	T4 Pro
	Color	
	Black
	Battery capacity	
	600 mAh
	Size of the device	
	152 x 106 x 60.5 mm
	Weight	
	409.9g
	6-axis gyroscope	
	Yes
	Compatibility	
	Switch, iOS 13 or later Android 8.0 or later, Windows 7/10/11
	Supported phone size	
	Up to 6.5 inches
	Connectivity	
	Bluetooth, 2.4GHz, wired

Price:

€ 37.99
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